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comments. For any factor, performance comments should support the rating given. Below are examples of comments
that would support individual ratings. These are Sometimes does not make sure all work is completed before leaving for
the day. . Did not meet personally with the employee to go over appraisals.

These are all signs of how seriously you take the process and its importance to you. Did not make sure that all
subordinates were productive at all times, which is a daily requirement of this job. Share what you've learned.
Growth plan or professional development plan Nothing says leadership skills like suggesting next steps for
yourself. Look at previous feedback received, projects you've completed and initiatives you've launched - all
excellent fodder. Treat your self-appraisal like a work of art that builds over time. I try very hard to keep
positive energy that helps others keep their enthusiasm. But I did some research and realized that on-time
delivery would be possible with about 15 extra hours of work. If this describes your team, then these are the
comments to use. How do you feel about me testing that out in the next two weeks? Describe the reason you
think the challenge exists, why it was hard for you, and how you tried to overcome it. Training Positive
Phrases In training classes, Bill is a good influence on fellow students. Kyle takes advantage of the training to
advance his career and skill set. Write them down, pick 1 â€” 3 ideas that resonate the most, and use them to
create a personal statement or tagline. Write employee comments that provide a context for what happened
and how you plan to address any shortcomings. As promised, here are a few ways to make your self evaluation
go even further when it comes to career progression: Add areas of accomplishment 2 on this list to your
resume, personal website or portfolio, and LinkedIn profile. However, you're also accountable for reporting on
your successes and failures. Use employee comments to remind your boss that you took on new projects, led
initiatives and helped others with tasks not part of your regular duties. Holly seeks out training classes which
complement her skill sets and fellow team members. The self-appraisal also known as a self-evaluation or a
self-assessment is your opportunity to reflect on the things you did well, and the things you didn't do so well -
but learned from this past year. Jennifer helps teach other team members the concepts she learned in training
class. Our team emerged the best in successfully completing the challenging task and doing so promptly. You
and your boss then meet to see if you are in agreement. I clearly communicate with clients to ensure the best
customer service is provided. As I mention above, use examples to support your assertions, and please, please
make sure that you spell- and grammar-check your documents. You can use these verbs when forming the
phrase for the performance review, e. I'm talking about the annual performance review season! Be honest. So
take the time needed to do it justice schedule time for it in your calendar! Top 10 Employee Comments On
Self Appraisal Learn how to write self-appraisal comments Self-assessment also is known as self-evaluation or
self-examination is a great tool used by the employer to view how their employees see their performance.
Share your experience of employee evaluation feedback conversations in the comments below! Build it
together with Uptick. Ben reluctantly attends HR led training and vocally expresses his displeasure. Review
goals 3 and areas of accomplishment 2 to prepare for a salary negotiation with your employer. Phone
messages are often unclear or incomplete. We used it to map out priorities for product development at the end
of the quarter, and I think it will be useful as a reference document for the design team for several more years.


